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Adolescent Education Primer

**Kishor Path (Literacy for Adolescents - 1st Part)**

This introductory primer has been developed for the non-literate and drop out adolescents with the intentional of involving them in the non-formal education activities and at the same time with basic literacy. This primer includes several lessons on Bengali and mathematics. The cover of the primer has been printed in two color and the inner in one color.

*Page: 130, Price: 35.00 TK*

**Kishor Path (Literacy for Adolescents - 2nd Part)**

After completing the 1st part of 'Kishor Path', the learners will be engaged with the literacy course through this primer for another 80 hours to achieve more literacy skills. Besides, they will know about family, institution, health, employment etc. The cover has been printed in two color and the inner in one color.

*Page: 112, Price: 30.00 TK*

**Kishor Path (Literacy for Adolescents - 3rd Part)**

After completing the first two parts of 'Kishor Path' (1st and 2nd), learners will be able to achieve the literacy skills equal to the competency determined in the national curriculum for the learners of 3rd grade. Besides, they will acquire several life skills to upgrade their standard of living. The cover has been printed in two color and the inner in one color.

*Page: 114, Price: 28.00 TK*

**Facilitators guide book for the primer Kishor Path (1st part)**

This guide book has been developed for the facilitators to help them in facilitating the primer 'Kishor Path' (1st part). Thatching-Learning process required for facilitating this Primer has been discussed in this guide line. Cover and inner of this guideline printed in one color.

*Page: 104, Price: 50.00 TK*

**Kishor Path Sebok Nirdeshika (Facilitators guide book for the primer Kishor Path (2nd part))**

This guide book contains the teaching learning process required for facilitating the primer 'Kishor Path' (2nd part). It will give the necessary instruction to the facilitators in helping the learners in achieving required literacy skills. Cover and inner of this guide book has been printed in one color.

*Page: 108, Price: 50.00 TK*

**Chart-Kishor Path (first part)**

This chart has been developed with the purpose of introducing words, letters and signs to the learners besides discussing some awareness issues which have been used in 'Kishor Path' (1st part). Cover and inner of this chart are printed in one color.

*Page: 32, Price: 40.00 TK*

**Chart-Kishor Path (Second Part)**

This chart has been developed with the purpose of introducing some awareness issues, along with words, letters and signs, used in the 'Kishor Path' (2nd part). Cover and inner of this chart are printed in one color.

*Page: 30, Price: 40.00 TK*

---

The Material Development Division of Daka Ahsania Mission has developed and published around 300 materials that include primer and non-formal education materials suitable for adult, adolescents and children. These materials are being used widely by the Government and Non-Government organizations. Please contact to meet your demand or materials.

**Contact address:**

Training and Material Development Division
Dhaka Ahsania Mission
Primer
Likhitor Pori Jibon Gori (We read, we write, we build our lives)
This primer has been developed for the adult learners, so that they can achieve literacy skills of basic, tertiary and self learning level. All the lessons discussed here are very close to their lives, which include cultivation, daily household works, income generating activities etc. The cover has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.
Page: 132, Price: 45.00 TK

Primer
Saubar Janya Paura-first part (Reading for all)
The target group of this primer are the adolescents and adult learners. It has been developed by following the national curriculum to help the learners to achieve the competency level of the first step of basic literacy. The cover has been printed in two color and the inner in one color.
Page: 128, Price: 45.00 TK

Primer
Saubar Janya Paura-Second part (Reading for all)
This primer has been developed by following the national curriculum to help the target learners, i.e. adult and adolescent, to achieve the competency level of the second phase of basic literacy after the completion of the first part of the primer “Saubar Janya Paura”. The cover has been printed in two color and the inner in one color.
Page: 124, Price: 40.00 TK

Guide Book
Shiksha sebok nirdeshika-Saubar Janya Paura (Facilitators guide book for the primer Gehor Pathi)
This guide Book has been developed for the facilitators with the purpose of helping them, to facilitate the primer “Saubar Janya Paura”. The cover and the inner have been printed in one color.
Page: 184, Price: 100.00 TK

Primer
Saksharata Paura Lekha (Literacy through reading and writing 1st part)
This exercise based primer for the adolescents and adults has been developed following the terminal competency determined in the national curriculum. The cover of this primer has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.
Page: 152, Price: 85.00 TK

Primer
Saksharata Paura Lekha (Literacy through reading and Writing 2nd part)
Learners are expected to attain the literacy competency level of the second phase with the help of the primer Saksharata Paura Lekha (2nd part) after completing the 1st part of the primer “Saksharata Paura Lekha”. The contents selected in this primer are expected to fulfill the requirements of our everyday life. The cover has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.
Page: 120, Price: 85.00 TK

Guide Book
Pathikontoner Anusononita pauriningo o hisab (Guide book fo facilitating the lessons of the primer literacy through reading, writing and counting)
This primer has been developed for the facilitators to help them in facilitating the lessons of the primer “Saksharata Paura Lekha O Hisab”. The cover has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.
Page: 32, Price: 20.00 TK

Guide Book
Gachh Amader Bandhu (The Trees are our Friend)
The book has been developed for the development of intelligence language skills and creativity of children. Various benefits of tree and backgrounds have been presented in short s and in the form of stories. Cover and inner of the booklet is printed in four color.
Page: 16, Price: 32.00 TK
Booklet
Shabuj Pata O Projapoti (Green leaf and butterfly)
Story of trees and butterflies has been inserted in this booklet. The life cycle of plants has been pictured through dialogue between plants and butterflies. This learning material has been developed for the students of grade two. The cover page and the inner page have been printed in four color.
Page: 16, Price: 32.00 TK

Booklet
Mitu Nitur Obhiman (Mitu & Nitu's Pride)
The book contains four educative stories on environment. The ways and means to save our selves from air, water, soil and sound pollution have been narrated in the four stories of the book. Various benefits we get from the nature also have been described here. Cover and inner of the book is printed in four color.
Page: 24, Price: 34.00 TK

Booklet
Gappo Shappo (Chit-chat)
This booklet has been developed for the students of grade three. Some beautiful stories have been inserted in this booklet. Imaginary world of the children has been mixed up with the realistic one in to these stories. This booklet has been printed four color and the inner in two color.
Page: 16, Price: 22.00 TK

Booklet
Phulpolder Mon Bhato Nei (Flower fairies are sad)
This booklet has been developed for the students of Grade-3. Three short plays on different issues have been discussed in this booklet. The first short play has been developed on the importance of cleanliness, the second play on how we should help the distressed people and the third one is on friendship. This booklet has been developed in four color.
Page: 32, Price: 45.00 TK

Booklet
Lalmai-Moinamati
Lalmai-Moinamati is one of the famous places of Comilla district of Bangladesh. The book is written with the short introduction of the old establishments and relics. Besides, pictures of various articles received through excavation have been included. Cover and inner of the book is printed in four color.
Page: 24, Price: 40.00 TK

Booklet
Kantojeer Mondir (Temple of Kantojee)
The temple of Kantojee is an old archeological building with numerous pictures of the Hindu Gods and Goddesses engraved on its outer walls. The story of construction of the temple with pictures of the structure and craftsmanship has been presented in the book. Cover and inner of the book is printed in four color.
Page: 16, Price: 30.00 TK

Booklet
Mahasthan Gorh
Mahasthan Gorh of Bogra district of Bangladesh is famous as an ancient city. The book gives the location of Mahasthan Gorh and describes the relics including the Salami Gate and tells about Saint Mahi Sawar. Pictures of various establishments and articles have been presented in the book. Cover and inner of the book is printed in four color.
Page: 20, Price: 34.00 TK

Booklet
Lalbag Durga (Lalbag Fort)
One of the major old establishments of Dhaka is the Lalbag fort. Making of the fort and its multifarious use have been described in the book in simple language and pictures of the mausoleum of pari Bibi and other monuments and articles have been included in it. Cover and inner of the book is printed in four color.
Page: 24, Price: 40.00 TK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kishori's Kotha (Tale of Adolescent Girls)</td>
<td>This booklet has been developed on the different nutrition values and attributes of different fruits. Information which has been discussed here, tell us about the nutrition and food value of various fruits and their usefulness to human body. Cover of this booklet has been printed in two colors &amp; the inner in one color.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.00 TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kon Fauler Ki Goon (Different Attributes</td>
<td>This booklet has been developed especially for adolescent girls. This booklet contains information on which food is required for adolescent girls, importance of cleanliness especially during menstruation etc. Cover of this booklet has been printed in two colors &amp; the inner in one color.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.00 TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Different Fruits)</td>
<td>Jante Chai (I Want to Know) Several physical and psychological changes occur when people enters in puberty. The booklet 'Jante Chai' has been developed especially for. Changes and problems to adjust those changes and solutions to these problems have been discussed in this book. Cover of this booklet has been printed in two colors &amp; the inner in one color.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.00 TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitya Diner Baboharik Kichhu Paramarsha (Some Useful Daily)</td>
<td>We face some accidents in our everyday lives. This chart contains information on what should be done during illness like fever, diarrhea, cough and itching. what first aid is required in snake bite, how to purify polluted or contaminated water etc. Some suggestive information to these problems and many more have been presented in this chart. The chart has been printed in two colors.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00 TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prathmic Shastho Shiksha (Primary Health Care)</td>
<td>This card set has been developed with the intention of creating mass awareness on some health issues. The issues presented here in the card set include safe water, cleanliness, sanitation and vaccination of children. Cover &amp; the inner of the card set have been printed in two color.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00 TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shastho Ludo O Ghure Ashi Bangladesh (Lets Visit Bangladesh)</td>
<td>The Ludo has been developed with the purpose of introducing different areas of Bangladesh as well as discussing some awareness issues on health. Health related this Ludo has been printed in four colors.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00 TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nirapaud Jibon chai (We Want Safe life)</td>
<td>This flip chart has been developed for the students of grade four. Fundamental rights of the children and children's right to grow in a safe environment are the issues of discussion of this 10-paged flipchart. The chart has been printed in two color.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00 TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manobik O Netrityo Unnayan (Human Leadership Development)</td>
<td>The issues which have been discussed in this chart include 4 major problems and their harmful impacts 4 types of people of the society and their property and power, neediness of group formation for the development of the society, role of leaders, characteristics of a leader and benefits of decision making mutually. This 7 paged chart has been printed in four color.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00 TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>Mauron Badhi AIDS (AIDS, a Fatal Disease)</td>
<td>We are living in a time when AIDS is the name of a fatal disease. We can save ourselves from this dangerous disease. This booklet is developed with the consequence of AIDS. Various ways AIDS, prevention of STDs etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors &amp; inner in one color.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>AIDS Theke Sabdhan (Be aware of AIDS)</td>
<td>The booklet AIDS related information. It explains what is AIDS, symptoms of AIDS, target population who could be easily AIDS affected, care and treatment required for AIDS patient and acceptance of AIDS patient in the society. The cover has been printed in four colors and the inner has been printed in one color.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>Jaun Roger Nana Kotha (Information about STDs)</td>
<td>Different kinds of STDs, their symptoms, and results, and what to do if someone gets STDs all these have been covered in this booklet. What relationship is there between STDs and AIDS. What happens if someone gets AIDS and how to save ourselves from AIDS have been discussed in the booklet. Cover and inner of the booklet is printed in four colors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>Tumi Amaderi Lok (You are Our Friend)</td>
<td>The book has been written in dramatic form with eight scenes telling the effects of AIDS contamination in a happy family. A number of constructive advice to the AIDS victims have been given through this book. Cover and inner of the book is printed in four colors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>Ganey Ganey (STD-HIV/AIDS Awareness through Songs)</td>
<td>The book consists of eight popular parody songs meant for awareness creation against the deadly disease AIDS. The booklet narrates effects of AIDS contamination and emphasis on having regulated life. Its cover and inner is printed in two colors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>AIDS-er Porinoti Mrityu (AIDS and its Deadly Impact)</td>
<td>This colorful poster gives a picture of the dreadfulness of AIDS, how AIDS spreads, ways of controlling and prevention of this dreadful disease. The poster has been printed in four colors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>Aids O Madck Dui Ghatok (AIDS and Drug Addiction Kills Lives)</td>
<td>This poster has been printed focusing the relation between AIDS and drug addiction. A drug-addicted person is always vulnerable to AIDS. The information of this poster tells us that drug addiction and AIDS can be the cause of untimely death. This poster has been printed in two colors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>Sabdhan Thakle Ehoi Nai (Don't worry about AIDS if careful)</td>
<td>AIDS is a fatal disease. The poster contains information on how AIDS spreads and spreads not. It is printed in four colors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AIDS Rogir Sathe Melarnesha
(Social relationship with AIDS)
The result of AIDS is untimely death.
But AIDS does not spread through social relationship.
Meant for encouraging all to provide mental support to AIDS patients, the poster has been printed in four color.

Page : 18, Price : 00.00 TK

HIV/AIDS
The flip chart has been developed with facts about AIDS, its symptoms, detection spread, vulnerability, effects etc. The 14 page flip chart is printed in four color.

Page : 24, Price : 00.00 TK

Jouna Rog O AIDS Theka Sabdhan
(Beware of AIDS & STDs)
The folder has been developed for cautioning against various sexually transmitted diseases. It tells us about these diseases. Elaborate advice is there in the folder for keeping oneself free from these ailments. Cover and inner of the folder is printed in four color.

Page : 16, Price : 00.00 TK

HIV/AIDS and Jouna Rog (HIV/AIDS and sexually Transmitted)
The booklet has been developed with information on what HIV/AIDS and STDs are, how AIDS spreads or spreads not, how HIV/AIDS is related to STDs, what are the means to prevent HIV/AIDS and other related subjects. Its cover and inners are printed in four colour.

Price : 00.00 TK

HIV/AIDS and STDs Guide book
The continuing education material named HIV/AIDS and STDs Guide book has been developed as a teaching aid for the facilitators. Cover and inner of the Guide Book are printed in four color.

Price : 00.00 TK
Prevention of Drug

**Booklet**

Madok Mukta Jibon (Addiction Free Life)
The booklet is written in the form of a story with elaborate information on causes of addiction, means to identify the drug addicts, their treatment, addresses of treatment centres with a view to create social awareness and prevention of addiction. Cover of the book is printed in four colors and inner in two.

Page : 28, Price : 0.00 TK

**Folder**

Madok Samporke Janun, Satarko Hon (Know and be Aware of Drug Addiction)
Drug addiction is a problem which we cannot avoid as it threatens to destroy our future generations. We have to be concerned right now because a significant number of the population is drug addicted, most of which are young people. Information on different types of drugs, causes and harmful effects of drug addiction and the role of family and society to prevent drug addiction has been discussed in the folder. The folder has been printed in two colour.

Page : 28, Price : 0.00 TK

**Chart**

Madok Mukto Rakhtbo Swadesh (We will keep Our Country Drug Free)
Drug addiction is such a threatening problem that it can destroy an entire nation. To prevent this fearful problem we have to aware each and every person about the harmful effects of drug addiction. We have to commit to make our country free from drug. This 6-paged chart has been developed with the information on different types of drugs, causes behind drug addiction, symptoms of drug addiction, different physical reactions to drug addiction, different physical reactions due to drug addiction and ways of drug prevention. The chart has been printed in two color.

Page : 20, Price : 0.00 TK

**Poster**

Madok Mukto Thakte Chai Hashi Anoday Din Katal (We do not Want Drug, We want Happiness)
This poster has been developed picturing the miseries of a drug-addicted life and a drug free healthy life living in a happy family. The poster has been printed in four color.

Page : 28, Price : 0.00 TK

**Poster**

Druger neshaye Asokir Lakshan Samuho (Warning Sings of Drug Addiction)
Drug addiction is a problem, which threatens the very existence of a healthy nation. To save our children and our future generation from drug addiction we should know the warning signs and severity of drug addiction. Various physical and psychological changes have been pictured in this poster. The poster has been printed in two color.

Page : 26, Price : 0.00 TK

**Poster**

Neshaar Apor Naam Mauron (Addiction to Drug Leads to Death)
Effects of drug addiction are always harmful. This two-color poster reflects the severity of the effects of drug addiction and thus presents the dreadfulness of drug addiction. The poster has been printed in two color.

Page : 26, Price : 0.00 TK

**Folder**

Dhun Paan-e Bish Paan (Smoking is Poisonous)
This folder has been published for creating mass awareness about the harmful effects of smoking. As smoking is threatening to human body and to the environment as well, everyone know about the negative impacts of smoking. The poster has been printed in two color.

Price : 0.00 TK

**Poster**

Madokator Abhishep Noy Shundar Jibon Chai (We Want healthy life instead of a drug addicted Life)
This poster invites us to taste the joy of a drug free healthy and beautiful life. The poster has been printed in two color.

Price : 0.00 TK
Prevention of Drug

**Poster**

Ashun, Madok Mukto Bangladesh Gori (Let's make a Drug Free Bangladesh)

The poster urges us to build a drug-free Bangladesh. The poster has been printed in two color.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Sticker**

Tomor Mukhe Gancha, Tomor Kole Jabo Na (Your mouth smells bad, I will not go near you)

The purpose of making this poster is to motivate family members not to smoke and to make family a completely smoke free institution. Non-smoking member who is a smoker, to give up smoking habit. The sticker has been printed in four color.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Sticker**

Dhumpan Mukto Kakhsha (Smoke free room)

Smoking is injurious to health not only for the person who smokes, but also for everyone who stays around the smoker. The intention of developing this sticker is to motivate people to enter at least one room as a smoke free room. It is expected that people will be aware that smoking is not well received in that house after seeing the sticker. The sticker has been printed in four color.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Poster**

Chiniyo Karo Bandhan, Rakhsa Karo Jibon (Cut the Grip of Drug Addiction, Save Precious Lives)

Drug addiction leads to untimely death. This poster urges people to cut the grip of drug addiction and save precious lives. The sticker has been printed in two color.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Sticker**

Ami Druger Hat Theke Mukti Pete Chai (I want to give up Drug)

This sticker pictures a person who is willing to be free from the horror of drug addiction. It is expected that this sticker will be helpful to a drug addicted person to support his mental strength and his personal life. The sticker has been printed in two color.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Sticker**

Madokta Hin Sundar Jibon Chai (We want a drug free beautiful Life)

This sticker invites the future generation to build a drug-free bright future and urges for giving up drug addiction. The sticker has been printed in two color.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Poster**

Neshar Maya Mauron Chaya (Addiction to drug invites death)

All types of drug destroy human life and drive them to untimely death. This poster has been developed with the urge to give up drug. The poster has been printed in two color.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Poster**

Mile Mile Thakbo Parbar Madok Mukto Rakhbo (Together we will keep our family drug free)

When a person does not feel the family tie, he or she becomes attracted to drug. But close family tie can keep a family free from drug. This poster has been developed to aware people on this issue. The poster has been printed in two color.

Price: 0.00 TK
**Prevention of Drug Income Generation**

- **Madok Drabbo Parihar Korun (Rule Out Drug)**
  - Addiction to drug invites untimely death. This sticker urges people to rule out drug from life and thus keep distance from death. The sticker has been printed in two color.
  - **Price: 0.00 TK**

- **Dhumpa Mukto Proibesh Chai (We want a smoke free environment)**
  - Smoking is injurious to health and it pollutes environment. By avoiding smoking, the environment can be kept pollution free. This sticker urges us to give up smoking. The sticker has been printed in two color.
  - **Price: 0.00 TK**

- **Sharbograhi Drug Theke Nijke Bachan (Save yourself from the dreads of drug)**
  - Drug addiction causes physical harm, creates financial sufferings, reputation and social position. This sticker has been developed to aware a drug addicted person. This sticker pictures the dreads of drug addiction. The sticker has been printed in two color.
  - **Price: 0.00 TK**

- **Nursery**
  - The issue that have been discussed here include making of seedbed, care of seedbed and seedlings, places to collect high breed plants etc. All these issues have been discussed in the form of stories. The cover page of this booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.
  - **Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK**

- **Fhual Chash (Cultivation of Various Fruits)**
  - The booklet describes the process of cultivating various fruits trees. The booklets tells us elaborately how we should make the soil and how we can take care of various fruit trees or plants. Besides, this booklet provides us with some useful information on fruit cultivation. The booklet has been developed in two colors and the inner has been printed in one color.
  - **Page: 20, Price: 0.00 TK**

- **Peyara, Kaula O Paper Chash (Cultivation of Guava, Banana and Papaya)**
  - The booklet provides us with required information on the process for preparing soil for the cultivation of guava, banana and papaya, selecting seedlings, taking care of plants etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two color and the inner in one color.
  - **Page: 20, Price: 0.00 TK**

- **Goru Palon Prokalpo (Cow Rearing)**
  - The booklet includes information on cow fattening, selecting proper food for cows, caring of cows etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.
  - **Page: 22, Price: 0.00 TK**

- **Shukher Disha (Wy to happiness)**
  - Thousands of people cannot run even a small trade as they fail to gather capital. This booklet has been developed for the small traders providing information on the process and technique of collecting loan. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.
  - **Page: 20, Price: 0.00 TK**
Booklet

Amdor Samity (Our Cooperative Society)

Forming cooperative society for the economic development is very important for the poor. In this booklet, the process of forming cooperative society, different activites society has been discussed. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

Page: 22, Price: 0.00 TK

Booklet

Nijer Vagya Nijey Gori (We Build Our Future)

Economic solvency is the root of women’s empowerment and this booklet has been developed picturing women’s participation in various profession and the success they have achieved in doing their printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

Page: 26, Price: 0.00 TK

Booklet

Khaadyo Sangrakshan (Food Preservation)

The techniques of preserving various kinds of foods have been discussed in this booklet. The techniques of preserving different kinds of food, such as, fish, meat, vegetables and fruits are different. By reading this booklet the readers will know how these foods can be preserved in the house for a long time. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

Page: 22, Price: 0.00 TK

Booklet

Babsha Shurur Mul Katha (Things to do to Start a Trade)

Before starting a trade one must know the basic things of starting any trade. Required information such as amount of capital needed for different kinds of trade, places to get loans, seasonal trades, selecting right venue according to trade, trade related training have been incorporated in this booklet. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK

Booklet

Kaular Chips (Banana Chips)

This booklet incorporates necessary information on how one can start a trade on banana chips. Process of making banana chips, essential equipments needed to make banana chips, advantages of running this trade, marketing and related risk factors have been discussed here in this booklet. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four colors and the inner in one color.

Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK

Booklet

Chanachur

This booklet describes the process of chanachur making, making different chanachur of different tastes, packing of the production, maintaining accounts etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four colors and the inner in one color.

Page: 24, Price: 0.00 TK

Booklet

Mudi Dokan (Grocery Shop)

This booklet is enriched with information on how one can start a grocery shop. The reader will know about the grocery items for starting a grocery shop, essential equipments, process of keeping accounts and other related subjects by reading this booklet. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four colors and the inner in one color.

Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK

Booklet

Mombali (Candle Making)

This booklet incorporates necessary information on how one can start a trade on candle making. Essential material for making candles, the process of candle making, packing of the products all these issues have been discussed in this booklet. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four colors and the inner in one color.

Page: 20, Price: 0.00 TK
Agorbati (Incense Stick Making)
This informative booklet will encourage people to start trade on incense stick making. It contains information on process of making incense stick, ingredients to make incense stick, use of fragrance, packing of the produced items, marketing etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner the one color.
Page: 16, Price: 00.00 TK

Saban (Soap Making)
This interesting booklet on soap making deals with issues on ingredients for making soap. Process of soap making, how to give different shapes of soap, Marketing of soaps, accounts keeping etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner the one color.
Page: 20, Price: 00.00 TK

Mushroom
This booklet has been developed on how one can start a trade on mushroom. Necessary information needed to know to start the trade such as, types of mushrooms, Mushrooms cultivation process, packaging food value, process of different cooking etc have been discussed in this booklet. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner the one color.
Page: 24, Price: 00.00 TK

Mach Chash (Fish Cultivation)
This helpful booklet will encourage people to start trade on different types of fish cultivation. This booklet has been high-lightened on issues like, collection of fish fry, selection of pond, taking good care of ponds, production of fish, marketing of fishes etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner the one color.
Page: 32, Price: 00.00 TK

Batik Print
This useful material on batik print is expected to help the readers with all the information on how one can develop skill on batik printing, how to prepare clothes for batik printing, process of coloring clothes, use of multi color on clothes, profit in batik print trade all these issues have been discussed in this booklet. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner the one color.
Page: 32, Price: 00.00 TK

Block Print
This informative booklet will encourage interested people to start trade on block printing. The issues that have been discussed in this booklet include process of block printing, places to collect raw materials needed for block printing, process of preparing color, selection of cloth to use different block prints etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner the one color.
Page: 24, Price: 00.00 TK

Narikel Chobor Hasta Shilpa (Handicrafts made from Coconut Husk)
This skill developing and income generating material reveals how products made from coconut husk can be turned into a profitable trade. This booklet describes what raw materials is essential for making coconut husk handicrafts, process of making ropes, carpet with coconut husk, profit in this trade etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner the one color.
Page: 16, Price: 00.00 TK

Screen Print
This booklet informs the readers about how to start a trade on screen printing. The issues that have been discussed here include needed materials for screen printing, process of preparing color to use on clothes or paper, designs that can be used for screen printing etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner the one color.
Page: 24, Price: 00.00 TK
Moumachi Palon (Bee Rearing)
This skill developing and income generating material explains the process of rearing bee, making beehives, collecting beehives & process of extracting honey from the hives etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four color and the inner in one color.

Page: 24, Price: 0.00 TK

Chant O Kaporer Hostoshillo (Handicrafts from Clothes and Jute)
This booklet is enriched with information on the making process of doormat, doll, toy fish, wall mat, wall hanging show pieces, pocket calendar, bag etc besides informing what things will be essential for making these things. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four color and the inner in one color.

Page: 32, Price: 0.00 TK

Unnato Chula (Improved Oven)
This booklet has been developed describing the making process of environment friendly improved oven, materials for making improved oven, benefits of improved oven, advantage and disadvantage of improved oven, maintenance etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four color and the inner in one color.

Page: 28, Price: 0.00 TK

Bansh O Beter hasto Shilr (Bamboo and Cane Handicrafts)
This booklet explains the readers about the making process of fish-creeel, basket, scuttle etc besides informing about the types of bamboo and cane suitable for making these things. The cover page of the book has been printed in four color and inner in one color.

Page: 32, Price: 0.00 TK

Ring O Slab (Ring and slab Making)
By reading this developing and income generating material, the readers will know the making process of ring and slab, testing accurately the standard of cement, stone-chips and sand, process of making pans etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four color and the inner in one color.

Page: 32, Price: 0.00 TK

Cycle Rickshaw O Van Meramot (Repairing Cycle, Rickshaw and Van)
This useful booklet will help the readers to know about the essential instruments required for mending cycle, rickshaw and vans, price of these instruments, repairing spokes of these vehicles, mending tubes and solutions to other related problems. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four color and the inner in one color.

Page: 36, Price: 0.00 TK

Kagojer bag Kham O Thonga (Paper Bags and Packets)
This useful booklet will help the readers to know about the essential instruments required for making paper bag, envelope and packet. The other related issues that have been discussed in this booklet includes packaging of these products, income or profit by making paper bags and packets etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four color and the inner in one color.

Page: 32, Price: 0.00 TK

Poshak Toiry (Dress Making)
This booklet explains the process of cutting and sewing clothes, how to make Nimta, Salwar-kamiz, baby's wear etc. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in four color and the inner in one color.

Page: 36, Price: 0.00 TK
Sundor Paribesh Sustho Jibon (Good Environment Leads to Healthy Life)

This booklet has been developed covering some awareness issues like use of sanitary toilet, use of safe water, importance of household cleanliness, dumping waste in a particular place, significance of washing both hands properly, sanitation of cooking area, etc. 12 cards have been used to cover 12 awareness issues. This card set has been printed in two colors.

Price: 0.00 TK

Poribesh Sammoto Chashabad (Environment Friendly Cultivation)

This informative and useful card set explains various methods of natural cultivation without using insecticides and artificial fertilizers. The main objective of this card set is to create awareness regarding ensuring ecological balance. This 4-piece card set has been developed for the students of grade five. It has been printed in four color.

Price: 0.00 TK

Sundor Paribesh Gori (Let's Make a Beautiful Environment)

This paper strip contains some series of pictures through which a story has been told where the people of a particular locality took initiative to solve the problems of their locality. This paper strip has been printed in four color.

Price: 0.00 TK

Parbo Juabo Anra Shabai Paribesh Bhalo Raikho Swadai (We will Read and Study, We will keep Our Environment Good and Steady)

To keep our surrounding environment good, we need to take some actions. This booklet informs us about those actions which will save our environment and make our life beautiful. This poster has been printed in four color.

Price: 0.00 TK

Sundor Paribesh Sustho Jibon (Good Environment Leads to Healthy Life)

This booklet has been developed covering some awareness issues like use of sanitary toilet, use of safe water, importance of household cleanliness, dumping waste in a particular place, significance of washing both hands properly, sanitation of cooking area, etc. 12 cards have been used to cover 12 awareness issues. This card set has been printed in two colors.

Price: 0.00 TK

Bhalo Paribesh Gori (We Build Healthy Environment)

This poster has been developed with the invitation for using safe water, improved oven and sanitary latrine. It also insists on planting and preservation of trees. This poster has been printed in two color.

Price: 0.00 TK

Gechh Lagan Poribesh Banchan (Plantation can Save Our Environment)

To save the environment, more trees should be planted. The ultimate message of this awareness raising poster is to let people know that without planting more trees we cannot save our environment and those cannot maintain the ecological balance. The poster has been printed in two color.

Price: 0.00 TK

Samajik Bonayon (Social Forestry)

What is social forestry, importance and usefulness of social forestry, area selection for social forestry, and our role and responsibilities for keeping those forests-all these issues have been discussed in this 7 paged chart. This two color poster is suitable for the students of grade 4.

Price: 0.00 TK
**Kharap Poribesh Dur Kori Bhalo Poribesh Amra Gori (Get Rid of Bad Environment, We Build Good Environment)**

We cut down trees, pollute water and throw waste everywhere. These habits cause disasters and create serious environmental degradations. This poster has been developed to create awareness against these disastrous habits. It has been printed in two colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Unnato Chula Babchar Korun Shorir O Poribesh Bhalo Raakhan (Use Improved Oven. Keep your Body and surrounding Environment Healthy)**

There are several advantages of using improved oven. We can keep our body and environment healthy by using improved oven. This message of this poster is to urge people to use improved oven. It has been printed in two colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Satara Amra Sabar Janya (We are for Everyone)**

Different species such as snake, frog, earthworms and all other creatures play a vital role in keeping the ecological balance. This material has been developed in serial into seven cards. In all these cards it has been explained that how different species are playing their role to keep the bio-diversity. This card set is suitable for the learners of grade five. The card set has been printed in two color.

Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Krishor Janya Poribesh (Environment for Cultivation)**

Artificial fertilizer and insecticides destroy the ecological balance. There are several ways of cultivation, which are environment friendly and at the same time preserve the environment. This card set deals with some of these environment friendly cultivation techniques. It has 10 cards in this set. This card set has been printed in two color for the student of grade 5.

Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Tasho Ki Shish (Sustainable Cultivation)**

This informative material is enriched with information on techniques of keeping the land fertile, things one should follow to get more crops etc. It has been printed in two color for the students of grade 3.

Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Pakhi Kakor Damor (Controlling Insects)**

Harmful insects are a great problem for cultivation. To save the harvest from these harmful insects, we kill those insects. But at the same time, we destroy the friendly insects while killing the harmful insects. These harmless insects are friends to nature and human. This booklet informs us how we can control the harmful insects without destroying the friendly. It has been developed and printed in two color for the students of grade 5.

Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Eeke Bhuta (Brick Kin)**

This informative material depicts how brick kilns are destroying the surrounding environment and the harmful effects of environmental degradation caused by brick kilns. This folder has been developed in two color for the students of grade 5.

Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Samajik Poribesh (Social)**

This twelve paged chart is focused on the things that we should do to maintain discipline for having a good social environment in a realistic way. Cover page and the inner of this chart have been printed in four color.

Price: 00.00 TK
**Aborjona Theke sampad (Resource from Waste)**
Wastes have been a new problem for mankind. The booklet contains information on how to transform wastes into valuable resources. Cover and inner of the booklet mean for awareness creation for coming out of natural degradation are in four color.

Price: 00.00 TK

**Shono bhaibon Dashjona Phelina Noy Aborjona (Waste is not Negligible)**
The poster has been developed to make people aware about various kinds of wastes and inform them how to transform the wastes into resources. It is printed in four color.

Price: 00.00 TK

**Sthiano Uddogey Aborjona Bayosthapona (Waste Management Through Local Initiatives)**
The guide book has been developed with the aim to help the facilitators in creating public awareness for solving the problems caused by wastes. Cover is printed in four color and inner is in single color.

Price: 00.00 TK

**Durjoge Nile prostiui Sobar Kombe Khaikhati (Disaster Preparedness Minimizes Losses)**
The material has been developed to encourage people through a popular game ludo to take up disaster preparedness measures like planting trees around the homestead, raising banks of ponds and floors of dwelling houses etc. It is available with six bids and rules to play the game.

Price: 00.00 TK

**Durjog Mokabela (Facing Disasters)**
This useful booklet is enriched with information on the measures that we should take for facing natural calamities like cyclone, excessive rain, flood, drought, river erosion and earthquake. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two color and the inner in one color.

Price: 00.00 TK

**Durjog Theke Banchar Upai (Means to Save Ourselves from Calamities)**
This useful booklet on the measures that should be taken to save goods during natural calamities like flood, drought and cyclone. It has been developed in easy language. The cover page and the inner of the material have been printed in two color.

Price: 00.00 TK

**Mongya**
Mongya appears in the northern district of our country every year. Topics like preparations for facing Mongya carefully during Mongya and things to do after Mongya have been elaborately discussed in the booklet. Cover and inners are printed in four color.

Price: 00.00 TK

**Bhurnikompo Mokabela (Earthquake Preparedness)**
Earthquake is a major natural disaster. Causes, intensity, possible damages and preparedness face earthquakes have been dealt with in the booklet with a view to create awareness. Its cover and inners are printed in four color.

Price: 00.00 TK
**Chart**

*Durjog Mokabela (Combating Disasters)*

The flip chart named ‘Durjog Mokabela’ is on disaster management. There are instructions on what to do and not to do prior to and during and after natural disasters like floods, droughts, earthquakes, river erosions etc. The 12 page chart is printed in four color.

*Price:* 80.00 UvKv

**Sticker**

*Banchte Holey Bonya Aar Jhore Gachh Lagabo Beshi Korye (We’ll Plant Trees In Every Homestead for Safety Against Floods and Cyclones)*

The sticker has been developed with advice to f for tree plantation as a preparatory measure to combat floods and cyclones. It is printed in four color.

*Price:* 40.00 UvKv

**Poster**

*Bonyar agey O Pore Satarko Thakbo Gharey Gharey (We’ll Remain Alert Before and After Floods)*

Floods cause enough damage every year. The damages can be kept at the minimum if people become and after flood careful from before. The four color poster has been developed to make people aware about it.

*Price:* 15.00 UvKv

**Poster**

*Niom Mene Kaj Kori Jodi Bhuridompe Kombe Khaikhari (If We follow Rules Damages will be Lessened)*

Some rules and practices need to be followed for keeping damages caused by earthquakes at the minimum level. To make people aware of these the poster has been developed in four color.

*Price:* 70.00 UvKv

**Poster**

*Upai Jana Thakle Pore Kombe Khat Gherni Jhore (If means are Known)*

Losses can be minimized if there is preparedness for combating cyclones. The purpose of this poster is creating awareness among the people.

*Price:* 5.00 UvKv

**Poster**

*Sobar Sathey Jogajog Rakhbo, Ek Sathey Durjog Mokabela Korbo (We’ll Keep Contact With Every body and Face disasters Unitedy)*

Men are helpless against natural disasters. The poster has been developed with information on from whom one can get help. The poster is printed in four color.

*Price:* 5.00 UvKv

**Folder**

*Sobai Mile Durjog Mokabela Korbo (Together We’ll Combat Disaster)*

The folder has been developed with detailed information on things to do in combating natural disasters like earthquakes, floods cyclones, river erosions etc. and also on pleases or people from where one can get help. Cover and inner of it is printed in four color.

*Price:* 5.00 UvKv

**Paper Strip**

*Bonna Mokabela (Combating Flood)*

The continuous paper strip has been developed to show local people how they could solve the problems in combating flood. One has to follow the pictures and dialogues sequentially to understand the message of this paper strip. It is printed in four color.

*Price:* 50.00 UvKv
**Women Development**

**Booklet**

**Amader Kaha (Story of Us)**

People usually speak ill of a woman by taking the advantage of her vulnerability. But what they forget is a woman has the right to protest against this injustice. A woman’s power to be independent has been pictured in this booklet. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

*Page: 32, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Ami Are Tumi (You and Me)**

Discrimination is being practiced between a boy and a girl from the very early age. Areas of discrimination have been raised through dialogue in this booklet. The cover page of the booklet and the inner has been printed in two colors.

*Page: 20, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Dukhini Noorajan (Noorjahan, Story of an Ill Fated Girl)**

This booklet has been developed based on the true story of an innocent girl who was forced to death for the injustices of the frauds and hypocrites and their family also went through the torture made by those persons. The cover page and the inner of this booklet has been printed in two color.

*Page: 18, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Bir Nari (Heroic Women)**

Life history of queen mother Ilia Mitra, valiant fighter Pritilata, heroic woman Sakina and Yasmin, the first female pilot of Bangladesh have been presented in this booklet. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

*Page: 24, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Booklet**

**Nari Adhikar (Women’s Rights)**

Child marriage, marriage registration, dowry, polygamy, violence against women—all these issues have been inserted through story telling in this booklet. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

*Page: 32, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Nari Unnayan (Women’s Development)**

Several issues related to women’s development have been discussed in this booklet. Women’s opinion must be taken in every aspect, their rights to study has to be ensured and its a must that women will take part in every social activities. The message of this booklet is, without ensuring all these things women’s right cannot be established and the nation’s development will be impossible. Cover page and the inner of this booklet has been printed in two color and one color respectively.

*Page: 18, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Mayeder Katha (Tale of Women)**

Women can take part and make significant contribution in the national development process by overcoming the obstacles of the society. The message of this booklet is woman can be just as much resourceful as their male counterpart. The cover page of this booklet has been printed in two color and the inner in one color.

*Page: 24, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Booklet**

**Dabi Adal (Realizing Rights)**

This informative booklet tells us that women have the right to protest against violence, dowry, polygamy etc and they are capable to establish their rights. Women have to stand against all the injustice and rear their rights. This 5-pieced card set has been printed in two colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*
**Bakuler Katha (Tale of Bokul)**

This booklet has been developed picturing the inconsistency of a girl's dream and the reality she faces in every aspect of her life. The cover page and the inner have been printed respectively in two colors and one color.

*Page: 12, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Aduri (Tale of Aduri)**

There is no alternative of training to learn to do anything. This booklet reveals the story of a village girl who received training on sewing and how she changed the economic condition of her family by implementing her knowledge into action. The cover page and the inner have been printed in two color.

*Page: 24, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Keno Emon Hoi (Why this Happens)**

Women usually bear some pains, which she cannot share with others and at the same time she is unable bear this agony. This booklet reveals some of these pains and agonies that women bear. Its cover page and inner have been printed in two color.

*Page: 28, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Projonon Adhikar (Reproductive Rights)**

This informative booklet is enriched with information on concepts of reproductive rights, means to keep reproductive health good, existing laws to protect reproductive rights, legal punishments that a person will receive if violates the reproductive rights and what should be done to claim reproductive rights. The cover page of this booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

*Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Are Noi Aboheia (No More Negligence)**

This booklet explains the reasons elaborately of why do the girl children need more nutrition. The cover page of this booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

*Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK*

**Gharer Kaj (Household works)**

Equal participation of male and female in the household work is needed to make a happy family. This booklet compares a situation of two village women named Rebeka and Rashida. The husband of one woman is very cooperative and takes part in every household works with his wife, whereas the husband of the other woman is not at all helpful and refuse to take part in any household active. The message of this booklet is that only equal participation can ensure a happy family. The cover page and the inner have been printed on two colors.

*Page: 28, Price: 0.00 TK*

**E Dabi, Najo Dabi (This is Our Fair Right)**

Female workers must get as much wages as their male counterparts get in doing the same type of jobs. This poster has been developed with the intention to aware people regarding this issue. The poster has been printed in four colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Gramnc Shalishe Nat Bicharer Jan Bicharek Hishabe Narider O Thaka Proyojon (Women’s Representation is Needed in village Arbitration)**

It is not right to hold village arbitration by ruling out the participation of a female as a judge among the other male judges, because justice may not be ensured without the participation of a female judge, as she might give her opinion regarding the arbitration issue differently. This poster has been developed to aware people about this. The poster has been printed in two colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*
**Poster**

Dujon Mile Foramanka Karbo Sara Jiboney Sukh Fabo
(We will Discuss Together to Make the Right Decision)

Mutual decision is needed to make a happy family. This booklet informs us about the importance of joint decision that husband and wife should make regarding every important issues like birth control, children's education, income generating activities etc. The poster has been printed in two colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Page: 32, Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Chart**

Nari Purush Baishamya (Gender Disparity)

This 7 paged chart reveals some of the pictures of discrimination between man and woman which starts from their childhood. A girl’s wishes and position in her father’s family, a wife’s dream and condition in her husband’s family, negative impacts of gender discrimination and means to eradicate these disparities have been explained in the chart. It has been printed in two colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Page: 20, Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Booklet**

Amader Jibon abong Dharmo (Religion which control our Life)

The influence of different religions on our lives is important. Various provisions of religion which controls our life, have been discussed in this booklet. This booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

Price: 00.00 TK

Page: 32, Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Booklet**

Oju Namaj Roja (Regarding ablution prayers and fasting)

This booklet has been developed covering some information regarding ablution, prayers and fasting. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two color and inner in one color.

Price: 00.00 TK

Page: 20, Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Booklet**

Gonotaniannere Katha (Assembly Goverment)

This booklet has been developed in easy language covering some of the areas like democracy, union parishad, municipality, city corporation, national assembly, government, country, voting rights etc. The cover page and the inner has been printed respectively in two color and in one color.

Price: 00.00 TK

Page: 22, Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Booklet**

Shisura Ki Karbe (What are doing Child)

This booklet has been developed for the children to aware them on some issues like social customs, participation in family and social activities, service giving to others etc. The cover page and the inner has been printed respectively in two color and in one color.

Price: 00.00 TK

Page: 20, Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Booklet**

Mayer Katha (Mother Language)

Sometimes little children do something without understanding the consequences of that work which causes harm to themselves or to others. This booklet has been developed for the children incorporating some advices for them to listen to what their mothers says. The cover page of the booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

Price: 00.00 TK

Page: 20, Price: 00.00 TK

---

**Booklet**

Satata (Honesty)

This booklet has been developed in the form of drama and story to inform the readers about the significance of honesty. The cover page of it has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color.

Price: 00.00 TK

Page: 72, Price: 00.00 TK
**Child Rights**

- **Amar Shoishbhab Amar Adhiker (My childhood My Rights)**
  - The informative booklet informs us about various child rights. The child rights, which have been discussed in this booklet include right to get education, rights to be protected from hazardous labor, rights to be saved from sexual oppression etc. Child right related booklet has been printed two colors and the inner in one color.
  - Page: 24. Price: 0.00 TK

- **Welding theke Shabdhan Akaley jabe Pran (Be aware of Welding it is harmful)**
  - It's a game material. Harmful effects of welding on children body have been presented in this puzzle. One will know the harms of welding through games. The puzzle has been printed in two colors.
  - Price: 0.00 TK

- **Khte Khte Janbo (We will know through Games)**
  - This matching card has been developed on different types of hazardous child labor. Pictures of some hazardous works have been drawn on one card and the harmful effects of that work is written on the other card. There are 30 cards in one packet.
  - Price: 0.00 TK

- **Shabe Shisur-e Ache Adhikar Shishu Srom theke raiba paber (Every Child has the Rights to be saved from Child Labor)**
  - The nature of child labor in Bangladesh cause of child labor, laws related to child labor, consequences of child labor, child right, responsibility of the society to demolish child labor-all these issues have been discussed in this folder. This folder has been developed in two colors.
  - Price: 0.00 TK

- **Ajer Shishu Kalte Gobey Deesh Jhukipuma Kaj Kole Jibon hobby Sheen (Children will build the nation tomorrow Hazardous work will ruin their lives)**
  - Children of today are the future of tomorrow. But their life and future both will be destroyed if they become forced to be engaged in hazardous work. This two-colored poster has been published to create awareness against child labor.
  - Price: 0.00 TK

- **Aponar Shishekey School-e Din (Send your Child to School)**
  - Every child has the right to education. This sticker has been published to create mass awareness for sending children to school. It has been printed in two colors.
  - Price: 0.00 TK

- **Jhukir Kaj Charbo Shustha Jibon Gorbo (We will make our lives Beautiful)**
  - Through playing this ludo, people will know the harmful effects of child labor. People will be aware of the hazardous works such as welding, rickshaw pulling, ironing etc. The ludo has been printed in four colors.
  - Price: 0.00 TK

- **Amacher O Ache Akhikar (We also have the Rights)**
  - Children have the right to education, to sports, and to get treatment besides their right to get love and affection from others. This poster has been published for creating mass awareness about these child rights. The poster has been printed in four colors.
  - Price: 0.00 TK
**Cardset**

*Shishu Srom Mukti Desh Gori* (Extremely hazardous for the children)

Children should be refrained from rickshaw pulling, ironing and working in battery shops or sawmills, as these types of works are harmful and extremely hazardous for the children. This card set has been developed to create awareness among people about the hazardous works for the children. The set contains 6 cards. It has been printed in two colors.

**Price**: 0.00 TK

**Page**: 16

---

**Booklet**

*Aso Gaipo Pari* (..........)

This booklet presents some of the child rights in the form of stories. By reading these stories children will know their rights. The cover page and the inner have been printed in two colors.

**Price**: 0.00 TK

**Page**: 20

---

**Booklet**

*Shishuder Jannyo Amra (We are for the Children)*

The booklet has been developed with stories on major rights of the children, viz. education, treatment, proper development, games and sports and love for Cover of the booklet is printed in four colors and the inner is in two color.

**Price**: 0.00 TK

**Page**: 22

---

**Directory**

*Directory of services to Working Children*

Different local, national and foreign organizations are working in different areas of Bangladesh for the welfare of working children. Name, address, telephone numbers, nature of activities of these organizations have been incorporated in this Directory.

**Price**: 0.00 TK

**Page**: 16
**Nasi Uddin Hojja-1**
Some funny stories of Naseruddin Hojja have been presented in this booklet. All the stories have been presented in the forms of cartoons. The cover page of this booklet has been printed in two colors.

Page: 24, Price: 0.00 TK

**Nasir Uddin Hojja-2**
Some funny stories of Naseruddin Hojja have been presented in this booklet in comic form. The cover page of this booklet has been printed in two colors.

Page: 20, Price: 0.00 TK

**Gaipo Shuni (Let's Hear Stories)**
This booklet is enriched with the fables of different countries. It has been developed for the learners of grade three. The cover page and the inner of this booklet have been printed in two colors.

Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK

**Shahitto Parichoy (Introduce Literature of Famous Laureates)**
This booklet has been enriched with the stories, rhymes and poems of Rabindranath Tagore, Kazi Nazrul Islam, Jashimuddin, Sharat Chandra Chattopadhyay and the writings of some other contemporary writers. The booklet has been developed for the students of grade four. The cover page of this booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one.

Page: 30, Price: 0.00 TK

**RashoGollar Nodi (River of Sweets)**
Fables never become old. Literature of every country are enriched with beautiful fables. This booklet has been decorated with such beautiful stories. The cover page of this booklet has been printed in four colors and the inner in two colors.

Page: 30, Price: 0.00 TK

**Talowar pariksha (Testing the Sharpness of Sword)**
Some simple but funny stories of Shukumar Ray have been inserted in this booklet. Cover page and the inner of this child-friendly booklet has been printed in two colors.

Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK

**Nana Rokom Gaipo (Stories)**
Different types of stories have been inserted in this booklet. The stories have been developed on women’s right to education, giving up drug addiction, forming a small family, freedom fight of Bangladesh etc. The cover page and the inner of this booklet have been printed in two colors.

Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK

**Hutm Panchar Daowat (Invitation of the Owl)**
This booklet has been enriched with the beautiful stories of the forest animals like peacock, jackal, rabbit, crow, prawn, owl, cock etc. The cover page and the inner have been printed in four colors.

Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK
**Booklet**

**Galper Jhuri (Basket of Stories)**
Amazing stories heard from the ancestors have been inserted in this booklet. The cover page and the inner have been printed in two colors.

Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK

**Kalo Pori (Black Fairy)**
This booklet has been enriched with tales on demon, imaginary birds, kings and queens, witch and fairy. It has been developed for the students of grade 2. The cover page and the inner of this booklet has been printed in two colors.

Page: 30, Price: 0.00 TK

**Jadur Tuli (Magic Brush)**
This booklet has been decorated with the pleasant stories of king, queen, prince, witch, magician etc. The cover page and the inner of this booklet has been printed in two colors.

Page: 22, Price: 0.00 TK

**Majora Chara (Rhymes)**
This booklet has been developed for the students of grade two. It is expected that every rhymes of the booklet will be able to amuse children. The cover page and the inner of this booklet has been printed in two colors.

Page: 22, Price: 0.00 TK

**Ludo**

**Valo thakar Acheje Upai (There are Ways to Remain Well)**
Through playing this ludo we will know the things we should do and we should avoid to keep our body healthy. The Ludo has been printed in four colors.

Page: 16, Price: 0.00 TK

**Puzzle**

**Melate Melate Jana (Knowing Through Matching)**
This interesting puzzle has been developed on use of safe water, use of sanitary toilet and learning numbers. One has to set up 25 chips together to make 5 pictures and the message. It has been printed in two colors.

Page: 0.00 TK

**Folder**

**Nirapad Pani, Nirapad Jibon (Safe Water, Safe Life)**
The issues that have been discussed in this folder include the source of safe water, usefulness of safe water, advantage of using sanitary latrine, suitable place for setting up sanitary latrine etc. The folder has been printed in four colors.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Manual**

**Tub Well Rakshana beshon o Meramat Nirdeeshika (Tube-well Repairing Guideline)**
Knowing the way of proper maintenance and repairing tube-well is essential for the people who use tube-well. The issues that have been discussed in this booklet include maintenance of tube-well, necessity of its cleanliness and method of repairing a broken tube-well. These issues have been presented in this manual through picture. The cover page of it have been printed in four colors and the inner has been printed in one color.

Price: 0.00 TK
Shishuke Paikhana Baboher Ayyash Korabo (We will Teach Our Children about How to Use Toilets)

This poster has been developed with the purpose of informing the parents that they should train their children to use the toilet. Fathers have been encouraged to take this responsibility along with mothers. This poster has been printed in four colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Paikhanar Par Shishur Kapoor Shathie Saban Die Dhuiye Felbo (We Must Wash Baby’s Dirty Clothes with Soap)

Baby’s feces are not safe. Diseases can spread from baby’s feces. Dirty clothes with baby’s faces should not be kept. Rather it should be washed with soap and dried in the sun immediately. It has been printed in four colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Shakal Kaj Nirapad Pani Baboher Korbo (We will use Safe Water in Every Purpose)

We should use safe water in every purpose. We should use safe water for cooking, washing hands, bathing, washing fruits and vegetables, drinking etc. The poster has been printed in four colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Anchoier Baboher Shab Kaje Noi Nongra Anchoi theke nana Rogue Hoi (Loose end of Sari can cause Diseases)

Women of our country have an unhygienic practice, where they use the loose end of their sari in many purposes like drying bananas after cleaning them and then using it to dry plates or spoons, betel leaf, drying her own self etc. This practice is not safe as it can cause a lot of diseases. This poster has been developed in four colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Water seal Yangbon Na (Do not break the water seal)

People break the water seal of the pan of a latrine to remove stool easily. This is not correct. This sticker has been printed in two colors with the intention of creating awareness about it.

Price: 00.00 TK

Paikhanar por Saben Ba Chai Die Du! Hath Kochi-e Chhobo (we will wash both our hands with soap after returning from the toilet)

This sticker has been developed with the intention of creating awareness about washing hands with soap or ash after cleaning bowel. It has been printed in four colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Jhop Jangole Are Na, Baboher Koro Paikhana (Use toilet, not the bushes)

It is not correct to open bowels in jungles or in the bushes sanitary latrine should always be used. This sticker has been developed on this issue. It has been oriented in two colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Pachar Karider Hath Thekey Amader Banchan (Save us from the hands of the Traffickers)

The sticker has been developed to make people conscious about traffickers and to create awareness in every people in the community about child and women trafficking.

Price: 00.00 TK
**Poster**

Oporichito Loker Parichoy Jane Nin
Pecharkari Sandna Hole Thanli Khabor Din (Know the Identity of an Unknown Person, as this Person could be a Trafficker)

Before building up relations with an unknown person, the identity of that person must be known, as that person can be a child and women trafficker. To create mass awareness regarding prevention of child and women trafficking, this two-color poster has been printed.

Price: 0.00 TK

Page: 32, Price: 0.00 TK

**Sticker**

Shishu O Nan Pachar Protirodh Korbo (We’ll prevent Child and Woman Trafficking)

The sticker has been developed for encouraging people to take up measures against trafficking of children and women and saving them from the traffickers. Printed in four colors.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Guide**


The Guide book is meant for the Facilitators who conduct school programme on child abuse and trafficking for making them aware of it. Cover and inner of it are printed in four colors.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Guide**

Uthana Bolthak O Khana Pandarshari Saatobayan Sahayika (Guide for Courtyard Meetings and House inspection)

Dnaka Ahsania

Mission has undertaken various programmes to make people aware and proactive to prevent child and women trafficking. The guidebook includes salient features and strategy of these initiatives. Cover of this guide is of four colors and inner one color.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Guide**

Sthaniyo Parjyoy Mot Binimocy Nirdeshika (Opinion Sharing Session at Local Level Guide)

The guide book has been developed for the Facilitators to help them organize opinion sharing sessions with people from all walks of life of the society to make them aware about their roles to prevent child and woman trafficking. Cover of the guide is in four colors and inner in single.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Guide**

Gono Sachetonyota O Sarajjak Jagoron Ka Bastobayan Sahayika (Facilitator’s Guidebook to Create Mass Awareness to Implement Social Activities)

The guide book is for the facilitators working at the field level. It has been developed for giving them clear ideas on child and woman trafficking and importance of public awareness about behavioral changes at individual and family levels. Its cover is in four color and inner in single color.

Price: 0.00 TK

**Guide**

Tea Stall Session Bastobayan Sahayika (How to Organize Tea Stall Sessions Guide)

The book is developed for the facilitators to guide them in organizing tea stall sessions to make people aware about child and woman trafficking. Its cover is printed in four colors and inner in one color.

Price: 0.00 TK
**Booklet**

**Netritto (Leadership)**

The learning process of leadership and various qualities of a leader has been discussed in this booklet. The booklet is suitable for the students of grade 4. It has been developed following the terminal competency determined by NCTB. It has been printed in two colors.

*Price: 8.00 UvKv*

**Parikloporar Stor (Steps of Planning)**

This poster has been developed for the students of class III. Techniques of planning and steps of planning have been presented in this poster. All the issues have been adapted for the students of grade three. This poster has been printed in two colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Lekha poror Boish Nai Laiya Bhuley Por Tal (Age Should Never be a Barrier to Get Education)**

This poster has been developed for encouraging elderly non-literate persons to overcome the barrier of shame and embarrassment and to literate themselves. This poster has been printed in four colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Folder**

**Bhodoyer Proti Shrodo (Respecting the Elders)**

Young generation should always respect and honor the seniors. This folder has been developed to tell the message to the young generation that without respecting their predecessors, they will never get the respect of the young people when they would be elders. This booklet has been developed following the terminal competency determined by NCTE for the students of third grade. This folder has been printed in two colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Poster**

**Dhanushtanker Tika Kisor D Gorbohoti Mayer Jibon banchai (TL Injections save Pregnant Mothers and Adolescent Girls)**

This two-colored poster has been developed with the aim of creating awareness regarding taking TT Vaccination by adolescent girls & pregnant mothers.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Dhurmpon 0 Tamaker Nesha Mrittu Deke Aney (Smoking Invites Death)**

This poster has been developed with the aim of creating awareness about the consequence of smoking. This two-colored poster urges people to give up this deadly addiction.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Vaio Manush Khunjne nebo Shabal Take Vote Debo (We will Find a Good Person and Elect him as Our Leader)**

It is not correct to cast vote for an dishonest person. It is our duty to find an honest person whom we will elect as our leader. This poster has been developed with the purpose of creating mass awareness regarding the importance of electing honest persons. This poster has been developed in two color.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Folder**

**Gach lagalei Kaj shesh noi Niromto Gacher jatno Nite Hoi le have to Take Care of a Plant after Planning it)**

We must take care of a plant after plan it. After planting a tree, it must be watered properly. It needs fertilizer it needs to be washed and all these things are essential for after to grow. This poster has been developed in two colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Booklet</strong></th>
<th><strong>Scrabble</strong></th>
<th><strong>Card</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jboner Gan (Songs of Life)</td>
<td>Shabdo Gori Hishab kori (Learning Counting Through Stories)</td>
<td>Probad Bakker Khela (Games of Proverbs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age is not a barrier for learning to study. The booklet includes development messages in selected tunes of various folk songs encouraging illiterate people to be literates and thereby to move forward towards better life. Its cover is in four colors and the inner in two colors.</td>
<td>Learners are expected to learn counting by making a game with this booklet. The booklet has been printed in two colors and the inner in one color. This booklet followed the terminal competency of grade two determined by NCTB.</td>
<td>Matching proverb with picture through game is the subject matter of this matching card. Besides, it contains other learning issues. This game material contains twenty picture cards and twenty proverb cards. These cards are printed in two colors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price: 00.00 TK</td>
<td>Price: 00.00 TK</td>
<td>Price: 00.00 TK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Puzzle</strong></th>
<th><strong>Paichart</strong></th>
<th><strong>Wall Magazine</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eso Milai (Let's Match)</td>
<td>Lekha Parar Shufai (Benefits of Education)</td>
<td>Amader Patrika (Our Daily Paper - a Monthly Publication)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This puzzle has been developed as a game material where learners will match all the parts and make a complete form of the national bird, flower, fish etc. This child friendly material has been printed in four colors.</td>
<td>This pie-chart is a game material where the learners will make sentences by putting words one after another. It is expected that by using this game learners will achieve the skill to make sentences using more words. This pie chart has been printed in two colors.</td>
<td>This wallpaper is being published every month presenting the current events for the neo-literates and semi literates. It is being printed in two colors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price: 00.00 TK</td>
<td>Price: 00.00 TK</td>
<td>Price: 00.00 TK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Magazine</strong></th>
<th><strong>Alap (Conversation - a monthly Magazine)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This magazine is being published every month to meet the demand of neo literates and semi literates. The cover page and the inner of the magazine are two color being printed in Four colors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price: 00.00 TK</td>
<td>Price: 00.00 TK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Booklet**

Netritto (Leadership)

The learning process of leadership and various qualities of a leader has been discussed in this booklet. The booklet is suitable for the students of grade 4. It has been developed following the terminal competency determined by NCTB. It has been printed in two colors.

*Page: 8. Price: 8.00 UvKv*

**Poster**

Parikolponar Stor (Steps of Planning)

This poster has been developed for the students of class III. Techniques of planning, steps of planning have been presented in this poster. All the issues have been adapted for the students of grade three. This poster has been printed in two colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Poster**

Lekha por Boish NaI Laiya Bhuley Pori Tal (Age Should Never be a Barrier to Get Education)

This poster has been developed for encouraging elderly non-literate persons to overcome the barrier of shame and embarrassment and to literate themselves. This poster has been printed in four colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Folder**

Borodey Pronti Shrodol (Respecting the Elders)

Young generation should always respect and honor the seniors. This folder has been developed to tell this message to the young generation that without respecting their predecessors, they will never get the respect of the young people when they would be elders. This booklet has been developed following the terminal competency determined by NCTB for the students of grade third. This folder has been printed in two colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Poster**

Dhanushankarer Tika Kisor! Gorobhopoti Mayer Jibon banchai (TI. Injections save Pregnant Mothers and Adolescent Girls)

This two-colored poster has been developed with the aim of creating awareness regarding taking TT Vaccination by adolescent girls & pregnant mothers.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Poster**

Drumpan 'O Tamaker Nesha Mrittu Deke Aney (Smoking Invites Death)

This poster has been developed with the aim of creating awareness about the consequence of smoking. This two-colored poster urges people to give up this deadly addiction.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Poster**

Vaio Manush Khunje nebo Shabab Take Vote Debo (We will Find a Good Person and Elect Him as Our Leader)

It is not correct to cast vote for an dishonest person. It is our duty to find an honest person whom we will elect as our leader. This poster has been developed with the purpose of creating mass awareness regarding the importance of electing honest persons. This poster has been developed in two color.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

**Poster**

Gach jagalei Kaj sheshi no Ioi Mritto Gachter jacko Nite Holie have to Take Care of a Plant after Planning it)

We must take care of a plant after plan it. After planting a tree, it must be watered properly. It needs fertilizer it needs to be washed and all these things are essential for after to grow. This poster has been developed in two colors.

*Price: 0.00 TK*

This poster has been developed describing the process of producing organic fertilizer step by step. This poster has been printed in two colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Bie Register Korbo Amer Shubidha Pabo (We will Register Our Marriage & Get Legal Assistance)

Marriage must be registered always because registered marriage has many advantages. To create awareness about this issue, this two-colored poster has been developed.

Price: 00.00 TK

Panbarik Adaai! Bibahilo Jitonar panchal Samashar Samedhan Dey (Family Laws can be Helpful in Providing Solutions of 5 Crucial Family Problems)

This poster has been developed on five problems of married life and the solutions the family court gives of these problems. The poster has been printed two colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Kaish O Balti Padhhotir Machhoney Pani Arsenik rukto Kora Jay (Water can be Made Arsenic Free by Using Pitcher and Bucket)

The process of purifying water from arsenic contamination by using pitcher and bucket has been presented in this poster. It has been printed in two colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Shishu O Nari Pacharkari Theke Shabdhana (Beware of Child and Women Trafficker)

The traffickers use sweet words to influence children and women for trafficking them. Later these victims of trafficking are forced to be engaged in illegal works. The ultimate message of this poster is to create awareness against traffickers.

Price: 00.00 TK

Ganuchoti O Prashu Jatnc Nibo Sushtha Ma o Shishu Pabo (To get a Hea Baby, Pregnant and Nursing Mothers must Get Additional Nutrition and Care)

This informative poster has been developed with the information on taking care of pregnant and nursing mothers. The poster has been printed in two colors.

Price: 00.00 TK

Issue Bhittik Upokoronmaia: Doshti Bisoy-yer Upor Vitti Korey Unnito Hoechey Ei Upokoronmaia (Issue Based Materials a package of 10 materials)

Every folder of each issue based material has a poster. The related poster will be helpful during the discussion of the subjects of the folder. The purpose of these materials is to create awareness of the targeted group on various development activities. These folders are printed in two colors.

Price: Each Folder 00.00 TK
Jam Jelly Toyri (Making Jam & Jelly)

In this animation CD, the step-by-step process of making jam and jelly has been shown. Besides where to get the raw materials, how to market the products and what are the differences between jam and jelly have been explicitly narrated. Time of this video material is 25 minutes.

Price: 00.00 TK

Mombati Tori (Candle Making)

Matters like raw materials required for candle making, candle making process, its marketing and profits have been presented in this animation information video. Time of this video material is 25 minutes.

Price: 00.00 TK

Safai Babosar Asci Katha (Key to Successful Business)

The guidelines of best methods of management of business have been presented by way of describing the experiences of a successful businessman in this video. The directions have been organized in the form of an eventful story. Time span of this animation CD is 13 minutes.

Price: 00.00 TK

Notun Diner Dak (Towa New Days)

The video picture is on micro-credit and multi-faceted use of it. The video reflects how men and women of a particular village were benefited by engaging themselves in income earning activities with the help of an NGO. The animation video is of 15 minutes.

Price: 00.00 TK

Krishi Unnayone Power Tiller (Power Tiller for Agriculture Development)

This material has been developed in multimedia CD format. A short introduction of power tiller and its different parts and the methods of its operation, repair and care have been presented in this information video. Its time is 18 minutes.

Price: 00.00 TK

Chamak (Surprise)

Importance of continuing education has been shown in this VCD by way of solving the agricultural problems of the villagers and the husband of a woman named Shefali. Time of the video is 22 minutes.

Price: 00.00 TK

Tukuder Paribar (Tuku’s Family)

Diseases occur because of not using pure water has been stated in a story centering a family in this video. There are suggestions also for the remedies. It requires 10 minutes time to be viewed.

Price: 00.00 TK

AIDS Theke Banchbo (Save Ourselves from HIV/AIDS)

HIV/AIDS is a killer disease. Situation of AIDS across the world with special reference to Bangladesh has been presented in the video. The video also speaks of the ways and means to prevent the menace. Time required for it is 14 minutes 42 seconds.

Price: 00.00 TK
Jibaner Janny Biggan (Science for Better Life)
The animation video has been made based on the lesson at Chapter VI of the science book of Class III. Some ideas about how to use science for better life and prevent its misuse have been given through it.

Price: 00.00 TK

Bsayu Parichiti (Air and its importance)
The animation video has been made on the basis of the lesson at Chapter IV of the book on introduction to environmental science for Class IV. The bad effects of air pollution and ways and means of getting rid of it have been presented through a story. Timeframe of the video is 12 minutes and 30 seconds.

Price: 00.00 TK

Biggerer Aboden (Contribution of Science)
The animation video is based on the lesson at Chapter XII of the book on introduction to environmental science for Class V. In it, through a dialogue between two children their inquisitiveness about science.

Price: 00.00 TK

Animation Video as Teaching Aid for Children-Guide books
Three guide books have been developed for the Facilitators to help them use the three animation videos as complementary teaching learning materials made on less in one chapter each of the text books on science for classes IV and V. Covers of the books are in four colors and inner in one color.

Price: 00.00 TK

Aborjona Theke Sampad (Resource from Waste)
Various aspects of city based waste management have been presented through this animation video. The 10-minute video showing various methods of transforming wastes to resources has been made with a view to encourage the people.

Price: 00.00 TK
Phulbanur Gaip (Tale of Phulbanu)
This 4 minutes video film has been developed on an illiterate girl named Phulbanu, where Phulbanu loses a lot of problem as she cannot read and write. The film shows that Phulbanu cannot write letter to her husband and cannot read her husband's letter because of illiteracy. To overcome this mental agony she learns to read and write and writes letter to her husband. This video film has been made on the importance of literacy. U-matic format has been used to produce this film.

Price: 00.00 TK

Saksharatar Puroshkar (Rewards of Literacy)
This 8 minutes film presents a story where the parents of a boy refuse to arrange marriage of their son with an illiterate girl. Later, the girl educates herself from a literacy center of the village. Not only that, she starts making kitchen gardens. After becoming literate, the girl writes a letter to then parents of the boy who once refused her for being illiterate. The parents of the boy become happy at this and arrange marriage of their son with that girl. This eight minutes video has been made in the U-matic format.

Price: 00.00 TK

Woes of the Plants World
Agony of trees, nursing of trees because of environment pollution. Benefits received by planting trees and other environment related issues have been presented in the form of dialogues between two trees. This three minutes film has been made in U-matic format.

Price: 00.00 TK

Popular Song (Children)
This audio cassette presents a collection of 16 songs suitable for children to enhance their psychological development and to build them as creative persons. Different types of songs, such as musical rhymes, country song, songs of Rabindranath Tagore and Kazi Nazrul Islam has been included in this cassette.

Price: 00.00 TK

Audio Visual

Popular Song (Adult)
This audio cassette has been made to encourage adults to acquire basic education. This audio cassette has been produced with 15 subject-based songs to aware people on continuous education.

Price: 00.00 TK

Towards a Better Tomorrow
This video material has been made on different activities of Dhaka Ahsania Mission. This 22 minutes video material has been made using S-VHS format.

Price: 00.00 TK

Mina Smiles
Mina Smiles is an animation video material for adult education. A girl life before getting literacy and after receiving literacy has been shown in this video film. ACCU produced this film has been dubbed in to Bengali. This 15 minutes video material has been made in U-matic format.

Price: 00.00 TK

How to Develop Literacy Material
The methods and processes of making literacy-based materials for women has been pressured in this video film. This 30 minutes film has been presented by ACCU. The film has been dubbed in to Bengali. It has been made using U-matic format.

Price: 00.00 TK
**Gono Kendra (Community Learning)***

Community Learning Centers play a major role in the development activity of an area. Organizing process of community learning centers and its activities has been presented in this 10 minutes video film. This video film has been made using S-VHS format.

**Price:** 0.00 TK

---

**Community Learning Centers’ Activities***

Development activities run by the community learning center has been presented in this video film. This 10 minutes video film has been made using S-VHS format.

**Price:** 0.00 TK

---

**Teaching Learning in Bangladesh***

This 25 minutes video film has been developed to present how 3 Non-Government organizations works on non-formal education. This video film has been made in S-VHS format.

**Price:** 0.00 TK

---

**BLRC Activities***

The activities run by BLRC (Bangladesh literacy Resource center) of Dhaka Ahsania Mission have been shown by this video film. This 10 minutes video materials has been produced in DV (digital video format).

**Price:** 0.00 TK

---

**How to Develop Wall Magazines***

This video film has been developed on how to students of community learning centers will develop a wall magazine by using their own imagination skill & knowledge. Making process and using methods of a wall magazine has been presented in this 12 minutes video material. It has been printed in Betacom format.

**Price:** 0.00 TK

---

**Participatory Need Assessment***

The method of need assessment for the development of the village people by the development activist has been presented in this video film. Some need assessment methods have been presented in this 13 minutes video film. This video film has been made in Betacom format.

**Price:** 0.00 TK

---

**Gono Shiksha (Mass Education)***

This manual has been developed for the literacy workers to enhance their skill on several issues related to literacy. The cover page of the manual has been printed in 2 colors and the inner has been printed in one color.

**Page:** 68, **Price:** 0.00 TK

---

**Mathth Kormider Guide (Guide Line for Field Workers)***

This manual has been developed for the literacy workers who work at the grass root level with purpose of developing their skills on the implementation techniques and strategy to implement literacy activates successfully at the grass root level. Cover page and the inner of this manual have been printed in one color.

**Page:** 72, **Price:** 0.00 TK
Nari Khomotao Shikha (Educated to Empower)

The original English manual titled “Educate to Empower” by UNESCO has been adapted in Bangali where the techniques of developing appropriate literacy and skill development materials have been discussed. The cover page of this manual has been printed in two colors.

Page: 204, Price: 0.000.00 TK

This three-volume manual has been developed for the local level NGOs to enhance their skill on three major issues for implementing basic education programs. It is expected that these manuals will be able to play effective roles in implementing basic education at the held level. The cover pages of these manuals have been printed in four colors and the inners in one color. These 3 manuals are Training Manual on Participatory Education Planning, Competency Based Learning Assessment and Community Participation & Social Mobilization in Basic Education.

Page: 00, Price: 0.000.00 TK

This series has been developed by adapting the 12 Volume training materials for literacy personnel, which has been produced by UNESCO/APPEND. The cover page of these translated manuals has been printed in two colors and inner in one color. These manuals are titled as Principles of curriculum design for literacy training, Principles of resource design for literacy training, Manual for supervisors-resource development and training procedures. Exemplar training manual-extra money for the family. Post literacy activities and Continuing Education.

Page: 00, Price: 0.000.00 TK

Community Parjaye Boyoshko Shikshon Upkaron Unnayan: (Developing Adult Learning Materials at the Community Level)

This handbook developed by UNESCO, APPEND has been adapted in Bangali and published for the literacy facilitator of the community level to enhance their skill in developing effective learning materials. The method and process of material development has been narrated in this manual using easy language. The cover page and the inner have been printed in four colors and one color respectively.

Page: 120, Price: 0.000.00 TK

Upanshthanik Boishko Shikkha Sahayok (Non-formal Adult Education Guideline)

This handbook developed by UNESCO, APPEND has been adapted in Bangali and published with the purpose of developing ability of the facilitator so that they can successfully implement adult education program. This handbook is divided in to 5 modules issues on which each of these manuals have been developed are social awareness for implementing education programs, learning need assessment, preparing lesson plan, participatory education, use of supplementary material and learning assessment. The cover page of the handbook has been printed in four colors and the inner in one color.

Page: 130, Price: 0.000.00 TK
সহজ ভাষার মাসিক পত্রিকা
আলাপ
প্রতিমাসের ৩য় সংখ্যা প্রকাশিত হয়
আপনার কর্মসূচির নব্য সাক্ষরদের
নতুন নতুন তথ্য জোগাতে,
লেখাপড়ার দক্ষতা বাড়াতে এবং বিনোদনের জন্য
আজই কপি সংগ্রহের উদ্যোগ নিন।

মূল্য
৫.০০
টাকা মাত্র

গ্রাহক হওয়ার জন্য যোগাযোগ করুন
ঢাকা আহৃতান্নিয়া মিশন
বাড়ি ১৯, সড়ক ১২ (নতুন) খানমগ্নি আ/এ, ঢাকা-১২০৯

গ্রাহক হোন-
বছরে ৬০.০০ (ষাট) টাকা এবং ছয় মাসে ৩০,০০ (ব্রিশ) টাকা